
 

 

 
 

 
 

Three different massage functions and a high-quality leather finish: The new 

RC 420 2in1 relax chair with massage function from MEDISANA 

 

Neuss, January 30, 2018. Working in a seated position in the office, or the stresses of everyday 

life can easily lead to tensions and physical discomforts. Massages, on the other hand, can 

work wonders: they can be soothing, relaxing or stimulating according to your wishes, and 

they can effectively release mental and physical tensions. But far too seldom do we take the 

time to improve our well-being through a targeted massage.  

With the new 2in1 relax chair RC 420, MEDISANA, the pioneer in mobile health and market 

leader in the massage area, has succeeded in creating a perfect combination of a relaxing 

massage device and modern home accessory. The variation of the many different settings 

enables an intensive and individually adjustable massage for the entire back area. Three 

different massage types - the traditional Shiatsu massage, the modern spot massage and the 

intensive rolling massage - can be combined in two different speeds and three massage zones. 

The switchable warming function supplements the treatment effect and turns the entire 

massage into an extraordinary wellness experience. All functions can be comfortably 

controlled through a remote control which offers an integrated timer function - at the push of 

a button, highly tensioned muscles are loosened, the blood circulation stimulated, and the 

physical well-being reliably improved. With its classic-modern design and high-quality leather 

appearance, the 2in1 relax chair RC 420 integrates perfectly into any living environment and 

is an attractive as well as comfortable seating option within your home, even without a 

massage function.  

The 2in1 relax chair RC 420 from MEDISANA is available at the price of 499.95 Euro MSRP in 

specialist shops and at www.medisana.de.  
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